Personal Statement for Business and Economics
I have known and have been eager to study and apply economics and business
management since I was as young as 13 years old. I travelled to Morocco to contribute to
community service by raising four thousand pounds all by myself for building a school with
world challenges and climb the highest mountain in North Africa. Since then, I have known an
amazing feeling the heart experiences as it accomplishes a goal. Business and economics have
never failed to amaze me with their endless benefits and sense of achievement every time I use
one of their principles, laws and theories in everyday life. I am completing my A - levels in
Economics, drama, politics, mathematics and EPQ with History and music as my STEM subjects
for GCSE. I have managed to receive grades as high as 9 and none lower than 6. I want to know
more about domains such as economics or business studies, and I am sure pursuing my studies in
either of them will make me feel one step closer to my professional goal.
I took a core mathematics course during my AS level to get command over my analytical
skills, which can further my knowledge in economics. During my study programs, I have
demonstrated exceptional writing and researching skills by preparing high-quality coursework. I
actively sought to volunteer with professors and their work showing motivation to take hold of
any prospect to learn. I have witnessed myself possessing efficient managerial and coordination
skills when I work in groups. Additionally, I have played basketball at the national league level
and have also coached teams for more than seven years.
I have always tried to avail every opportunity that comes my way since I have a young
teenager. I was involved in the stock market, Cryptocurrency and mass psychology when I was
14 and have also been the prefect of my school. After completing my entrepreneurial course with
Investin, I launched and have been successfully running an online business even during the

